A NEW MAGICAL VERSION OF THE CHILDREN'S CLASSIC

PINOCCHIO

Adapted by Jonathan Kaufman from the book by Carlo Collodi
Additional dialogue and Italian dialogue Valeria Iacampo
Songs and musical adaptations Yumi Mashiki and Paul Tornbohm

UPSTAIRS AT THE SYDENHAM CENTRE
44a Sydenham Rd SE26 5QX

MEET OUR FABULOUS CAST

VALERIA IACAMPO as Pinocchio
HJALMAR NORDÉN as Geppetto
JIMAND ALLOTEY as The Blue Fairy

Sat 14 Sept - Sun 20 Oct*
2pm & 4pm, every Sat & Sun
(*no perfis Sat 5/Sun 6 Oct)

BOOK YOUR TICKETS
£10 full price £6 children aged 3+
Under 3's free but must sit on laps

Box Office: Kirkdale Bookshop
272 Kirkdale, SE26 4RS Tel: 020 8778 4701
spontaneousproductions.co.uk/pinocchio

Tickets available on the door from half an hour before each performance, subject to availability

Suitable for families with children of all ages
This new, magical version of the children’s classic tells the story of the little wooden puppet who dreams of becoming a real boy. When Pinocchio runs away from his home, and the carpenter Geppetto who made him, his adventures with the puppet theatre, a dastardly Fox and a conniving Cat, the temptations of Playland and an unfortunate episode inside a whale, take him on a journey into the darkest recesses. Perhaps only the advice of an all-knowing Cricket and the Blue Fairy can save him from himself?

Spontaneous Productions’ 10th original show for families since spring 2017 is the most magical yet. Using innovative shadow puppetry effects, original songs by Yumi Mashiki and Paul Tornbohm based on well-known operatic arias - and choreography by actors-dancers Valeria Iacampo (Pinocchio) and Spontaneous regular Hjalmar Nordén (Geppetto) this promises to be a fantastic show for all ages. The cast is rounded off by the multi-talented Jimand Allotey as the Blue Fairy and the Harlequin puppet - Jimand was last seen as Anansi in Anansi the Spider, and we are thrilled to have her back at the Sydenham Centre for Pinocchio.

WHAT AUDIENCES SAID ABOUT PREVIOUS FAMILY SHOWS

“Thanks, we loved it, as always! So lucky to have this so close to home.”

“Fabulous script and musical score - loved it!”

“Excellent, exceeded my expectations and was very affordable.”

“Amazing show, thoroughly enjoyable!”

Produced and directed Jonathan Kaufman Songs and musical adaptations Yumi Mashiki and Paul Tornbohm (after VERDI, PUCCINI, BIZET and Dr. CAPUA) Choreography Valeria Iacampo and Hjalmar Nordén Set design Sally Hardcastle Special FX Joe Kaufman